To incorporate value-based weight scaling into the Fellegi-Sunter (F-S) maximum likelihood linkage algorithm and evaluate the performance of the modified algorithm.
Introduction
Accurate and efficient record linkage offers numerous benefits to physicians and healthcare organizations, not only by improving the quality of patient care, but also by facilitating clinical research and population-based studies. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] A variety of statistical methods have been applied to the record linkage challenge. One of the more widely used, the FellegiSunter (F-S) method, uses a field-specific weight that is based on the agreement/disagreement between corresponding fields. 6 The F-S method does not, however, leverage the information contained in field-specific values. A valuespecific weight derives from the frequency of field-specific values, and provides an opportunity to capture and measure the relative importance of specific values found in a field. We hypothesize that incorporating the value-specific weight into the original agreement/disagreement based F-S method can enhance the record linkage performance.
Background
Healthcare data are captured in many separate healthcare settings. In 2006, alone, patients made an estimated 1.1 billion visits to physician offices, hospital emergency departments and other care settings in the United States, which reflects an average of four visits per person. 7 Moreover, this situation is exacerbated by the fact that patients receive healthcare from many different healthcare settings. 8, 9 As a result, records about the same patient are collected at different healthcare systems with unrelated identifiers and patient records collected in an institution may have multiple identifiers referring to the same patient. 10 Data collection systems often lack a standard format for patient identifiers, resulting in incomplete data sharing among healthcare professionals, patients, and data repositories. Furthermore, typographic errors happen routinely and are unavoidable, resulting in inaccurate and inconsistent data. To aggregate and integrate health information, patient record linkage (matching) is a key process for identifying and connecting records belonging to the same patient over extended time periods and across several disparate data sources. 11 Often, probabilistic linkage technology produces more accurate, dynamic, and robust matching than deterministic approach, particularly in matching patient records that lack unique identifiers. [12] [13] [14] [15] A widely used probabilistic linkage algorithm is the Fellegi-Sunter (F-S) method. To establish the match or nonmatch status of two records, the F-S method produces a composite likelihood ratio that is the sum of field-specific weights for each record-pair. The field-specific weight is based on a likelihood ratio whose numerator is the probability that a matching field agrees given the comparison pair is a true match; it's denominator is the probability that a matching field agrees given that comparison pair is true nonmatch. 6 This ratio reflects the relative importance of a comparison field in predicting match status. 16 For example, agreement on date of birth receives a higher positive weight than agreement on sex, but disagreement on date of birth receives fewer penalties (a smaller negative weight) than sex receives for disagreement. The sum of all field-specific weights produces the composite match score for a pair.
While the F-S algorithm leverages more information in the data than other approaches and typically produces accurate results, it does not explicitly accommodate the notion of a value-specific weight. As a result, each field receives the identical agreement weight for all record pairs regardless of the relative importance of the specific values being compared for that field. Some specific values are less common than others. Theoretically, the relative frequency (either rare or common) of a field-specific value should be incorporated into the matching process because agreement on a common value should not be scored the same as agreement on an uncommon value for that field. For instance, agreement on a common surname (e.g., "Smith") should adjust the surname weight downward for that record pair, while an uncommon surname (e.g., "Zilwicki") should adjust the surname weight upward. 17 Probabilistic matching processes often use a match threshold to establish the match status: a pair with a score above the threshold is a match, while a pair with a score below the threshold is a nonmatch. The matching status is most uncertain for pairs with scores close to the threshold because both uncertain links and uncertain nonlinks exist in greatest density near the threshold and these links may lack sufficient information to be correctly classified. 18 Potential matches may be misclassified in two ways: a false-positive occurs when truly nonmatching records are declared to be the same entity; a false-negative occurs when truly matching records are not declared to be the same entity. A falsepositive match can yield incorrectly aggregated patient information and can subsequently lead to incorrect diagnosis and treatment as well as potential loss of patient confidentiality. A false-negative match leads to an incomplete patient information, which is another common reason for treatment errors and cost inefficiency. 19 The existing solutions to minimize these two misclassifications include the following: applying clerical review for uncertain pairs, increasing the number of matching fields, combining deterministic strategies, or shifting the threshold according to the tolerance for false positives and false negatives. Value-specific frequencies can adjust the fieldspecific weight by leveraging the information contained in the values stored for a specific field, and thus it is a potential strategy to enhance the F-S algorithm's performance. 20, 21 To our knowledge, this approach has not been implemented and evaluated in a real world, operational clinical setting. In this study, we created a frequency-based, weight scaling modification of the F-S algorithm using an information theoretical model. We also formally evaluated the effectiveness of this modification by linking a statewide newborn screening data to registration data from an operational health information exchange. We hypothesize that this frequency-based modification can enhance the F-S method's performance.
Methods

Data Sources and Settings
Robust patient matching is a core health information exchange function required for aggregating patient data across disparate systems. One specific linkage use case involves improving newborn screening follow-up by identifying infants who may lack screening. It is well-known that not all infants are appropriately screened for harmful or potentially fatal disorders that are otherwise unapparent at birth. Although public health authorities can link vital records data with newborn screening results to identify unscreened infants, such processes may be delayed and some cases may remain undetected by this process. 22 To improve detection of unscreened infants, we have developed an algorithm to link records from Indiana's statewide newborn screening registry to the Indiana Network for Patient Care (INPC). 23 The INPC is a regional health information exchange that has served five major hospital systems (24 hospitals) in Indianapolis for more than ten years. This system aggregates and delivers a variety of standardized patient data in electronic form including registration records, laboratory tests, radiology reports, diagnosis, and administrative data. 24, 25 For this analysis we extracted 51,361 newborn screening records from Jul 1, 2007 to Dec 31, 2007 , and 80,089 HL7 messages for patients less than 1 month of age from the INPC for the same time period. These two datasets share the following fields: Medical Record Number (MRN), patient's surname and given name, gender, telephone, Zip code, city, date of birth (year, day, and mo), next of kin's surname and given name, and doctor's surname and given name.
Data Preprocessing
We preprocessed the data before matching to eliminate invalid values from both the newborn screening and INPC transactions. Punctuation and digits were removed from text fields. Nonspecific "placeholder" given names such as "IN-FANT" and "BABY" are often used when newborns are first registered. These monikers can lead to false-positive matches for two reasons. First, when present in a blocking field, they produce a high proportion of nonmatching potential pairs, which increase the likelihood of a false match. Second, when placeholder values agree between non-blocking fields, that agreement raises the match score, increasing the likelihood that a pair will be classified as a match, incorrectly. Therefore, we removed placeholder and invalid values for given names (e.g., "INFANT", "BABY", "AAA", "BOO" and "NEWBORN") and gender (e.g., "sex", "u"). The year of birth field was excluded because all values for year of birth in this study were "2007", which added no additional information. Zip codes were converted to five digits and trailing zeros were eliminated. Default values, such as 999-999-9999 for missing telephone numbers, were identified and removed from both datasets.
Blocking
More than 4 billion (51,369 ϫ 80,089) comparisons would be required to compare all possible newborn screening and INPC record pairs. To reduce the total number of comparisons, we used a blocking scheme. Blocking schemes partitioned the full Cartesian product of possible record pairs into smaller subsets where blocking fields agree, and then the candidate matches are examined in detail to identify true matches. Blocking fields should have high variety of values and a low missing value rate. This strategy ideally increases the proportion of true matches among possible pairs while decreasing the number of comparisons. 26 Each of the blocking schemes identified unique true matches, and their union ideally captured most of the true matches.
Weight Scaling
We proposed the following general scaling factor for each field, which yields values less than one for frequently occurring items while producing values greater than one for uncommon values.
(Eqn 1) where:
T k ϭ the total number of the values for the field (constant for the field)
Q k ϭ the total number of *unique* values for the field (constant for the field)
I k ϭ the field-specific frequency of the current value (varies for each unique value)
Since T k and Q k were constant for each field, equation (1) is re-written as:
(Eqn 2) where:
, and is constant for each field. It represents the average frequency for the field across both datasets to be linked. For field values having a frequency (I k ) equal to the average frequency (A k ) for that field, the scaling factor equals one.
Under the conditional probability independence assumption, the F-S model of record linkage sums the component weights of each identifier in the j th record pair 6 :
(Eqn 3) where, for the k th identifier in the j th record pair:
n ϭ number of identifiers per record 
(Eqn 4) We calculated likelihood scores with and without the weight scaling modification using equations, 4,3 respectively.
Selective Scaling Approaches
Our initial analysis scaled all fields for each record. We were uncertain how the degree of commonality for specific values would influence the algorithm performance and hypothesized that selectively scaling values of greater and lesser frequency would yield different matching performance characteristics. To study the effect of selectively scaling common or uncommon values, we examined a variety of approaches that selectively scaled specific field values using predefined cutoff percentiles based on field value frequency. We applied this strategy to all fields for a given cutoff percentile. For example, in one analysis we scaled only the 5% least common values for each field and evaluated the accuracy of that approach. Other scaling approaches we used were 10% least common values only; 10% most common values only; 10% least and most common values; below average common values; above average common values; below median common values; and above median common values.
Parameter Estimation
Exact values for the parameters p (proportion of true matches), m, and u for each comparison field are unknown for a given dataset. To accurately estimate these parameters, we applied the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm with random sampling. 23, 28 We defined empty fields as disagreeing by default to avoid agreement between two empty fields. We also used EM to estimate the proportion of true matches to establish the match/nonmatch threshold. We performed separate EM analyses for record pairs created by each of the three blocking schemes. Consequently, distinct values for matching parameters and score threshold were estimated for each blocking scheme.
Evaluating Performance
We randomly sampled and manually reviewed 10% of the potential pairs from each block to detect links and nonlinks. Informed by the EM parameter estimates, we compared the modified weight-scaling F-S method to the original F-S method using a gold standard of manually reviewed matches. All potential pairs were assigned to one of four categories: true-positive match (TP, classified as a match when it truly is a match), true-negative match (TN, classified as a nonmatch when it truly is not a match), false-positive match (FP, classified as a match when it truly is not a match), false-negative match (FN, classified as a nonmatch when it truly is a match). 29 To evaluate the performance of the F-S method with and without weight scaling, we used three measurements. These were sensitivity (SENS), specificity (SPEC) and positive predictive value (PPV).
Results
Data Cleaning, Selection of the Blocking Variable and Parameter Estimation
The field characteristics, including the percentage of missing value and the number of unique values, informed our choice of blocking variables (Table 1) . Using these two field characteristics, we selected three blocking schemes, which included medical record (MRN), surname and given name (LNFN) and telephone number (TEL). For the INPC dataset we invalidated 44,365 first names, 63 telephone numbers, 424 gender codes, and 222 Zip codes; in the newborn screening dataset we invalidated 29,431 first names. After removing invalid values from both datasets, more than half of the given name fields were empty, and thus the given name field was considered a weak identifier in both datasets. However, the combination of given name and surname fields remained an informative blocking scheme. The blocking schemes generated 31,871 pairs for MRN, 15,252 pairs for LNFN, and 63,347 pairs for TEL. Using the union of these three fields produced 80,661 unique potential pairs. The blocking schemes reduced the total number of comparisons from greater than 4 billion to less than 110,000. Figure 1 summarizes the number of matched pairs for each blocking scheme and the number of overlapping pairs identified by multiple blocking schemes. Table 2 shows the proportion of true matches and threshold for each blocking scheme, which were informed by EM.
Sensitivity/Specificity/PPV
We randomly sampled (with replacement) 10% of the records from each block (3,187 pairs for MRN block, 1,525 pairs for LNFN block, and 6,334 pairs for TEL block) and labeled them as a link or non-link based on manual review. The number of true links for the samples from the MRN, LNFN, and TEL blocks were 3,158, 1,461, and 6,242, respectively. The union of all blocking schemes yielded 9,145 true matches and 162 true nonmatches out of a total of 9,307 pairs. For the bulk of this analysis we used the union of all three blocking schemes. Table 3 shows the performance of various selective weight scaling approaches. Weight scaling all values for all fields produced sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive values of 95.4, 98.8 and 99.9%, respectively. Compared with no weight scaling, the modified F-S algorithm produced a 10% increase in specificity with a small 3% decrease in sensitivity.
Discussion
We have three main findings from this study. First, when scaling all values for all fields, the weight scaling modification increased specificity with only a small decrease in sensitivity. Second, false positives were largely eliminated by selective scaling the most common field values (as seen in Table 3 ). Third, using value-based frequency, the scaling factor leverages additional information and tailors the original F-S weight. These enhancements improve the overall performance of the F-S method as tested using real-world clinical data.
Specificity Improvement
We evaluated the modified F-S method using sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value across a variety of scaling approaches. When weight scaling common values, specificities for MRN, LNFN, TEL blocks and their union were near 100%, meaning that every nonlink was accurately identified by the algorithm (Figure 2 ). In addition, for most scaling approaches sensitivities did not dramatically decrease and when selectively scaling less common values, sensitivity increased slightly ( Figure 3 ). The specificity increased from 88.9% with no weight scaling to 98.8% for scaling all values. At the same time, sensitivity decreased from 98.3 to 95.4%, and the PPV for all scaling approaches were nearly equal (Table 3 ). Manual review confirmed that all blocking schemes produced a high true-link rate (99.1% for MRN block, 95.8% for LNFN block, and 98.5% for TEL block). Although prevalence of true links does not directly influence an algorithm's sensitivity and specificity, changes in population prevalence can reflect different population characteristics that may in turn affect sensitivity and specificity. 30, 31 This is the case for record linkage because the measurement, in this case the match score, is a function of multiple underlying population traits. Since this distribution of traits also determines the prevalence of links in the population, diagnostic misclassification as reflected in sensitivity and specificity are related to prevalence of links for this category of measurement. As is the case with any matching approach, the performance characteristics of the algorithm depend on the underlying characteristics of the data, and this may limit the generalizability of this study's findings. To confirm the specificity improvement of the modified algorithm and to further evaluate the positive predictive value, we will evaluate the algorithm performance using different datasets with lower prevalence of true links.
We used SENS, SPEC, and PPV to assess the algorithm performance. It is important to note that data quality factors such as missing values and error rates of data also influence the algorithm's performance. Besides the common data quality issues, the datasets used for our study have additional unique challenges. The infant name may change after newborn screening. In addition, the INPC data are collected by numerous providers across more than 20 hospitals in central Indiana resulting in increased variability in data capture. In this study, the modified F-S algorithm has FN ϭ false-negative; FP ϭ false-positive; PPV ϭ positive predictive value; SENS ϭ sensitivity; SPEC ϭ specificity; TN ϭ true-negative; TP ϭ true-positive.
F i g u r e 2. Specificity of each blocking scheme and the union of all blocking schemes ordered by weight scaling approaches.
improved specificity from 88 to 98% while minimally reducing the sensitivity from 98 to 95%. The improved specificity is important for our specific use case, which is to identify newborns that lack universal screening at birth. When no match for the INPC encounter record is found in the newborn screening database, the appropriate public health stakeholders should be alerted. Thus, from a public health perspective, it is better to minimize false positives and err on the side of false negatives. In this case increasing specificity is useful because we would rather falsely conclude a patient lacks screening (and generate an alert) than to incorrectly say a patient has been screened (and generate no alert). Overall, the modified F-S algorithm is a more effective approach for linking newborn screening data to INPC data, and it is a potential approach to linking other types of data with INPC records for both clinical practice and research purposes.
Efforts to Eliminate the False-Positive Matches
Compared with the unmodified algorithm, the modified F-S algorithm eliminated 16 out of 18 false-positive matches from the union of the three blocking schemes. These falsepositive matches were found to have a common given name, common Zip code, common month of birth, or common doctor's name. Because these specific values were common, the scaling factor lowered the match score so that it was below the match thresholds. Two nonmatches were incorrectly categorized as true matches because their original scores were well above the match score threshold. Both pairs had the same value for the field of telephone number, month of birth and day of birth, but have different values for gender and other fields.
False positives are more likely to occur as datasets increase in size. 32 An important cause of false-positive matches is the combination of a limited number of comparison fields and large file size. Too few fields or insufficient variation within fields can decrease discriminating power, which increases the likelihood that multiple fields will agree due to chance between different patient records. 33 Consequently, agreement on multiple fields yields a high matching score, so that records from different patients are incorrectly classified as false positives. However, while common values occur more frequently when data size increases, the average frequency for a field remains relatively stable. The modified algorithm can leverage more information about these common values to avoid false-positive matches.
Scaling Factor
The scaling factor takes into account the distinguishing power of a specific value when two fields agree. A frequently occurring value may have less distinguishing power than a less frequently occurring value. 34 To illustrate the scaling factor, we use two hypothetical datasets with single field of given name, each with ten records. The combination of these two datasets has five "Gina" and fifteen "Mary". Therefore, the average frequency (A K ) for given name is 10 (20/2 ϭ 10), and the scaling factors are 0.81 ( ͙ 10⁄15) for "Mary" and 1.41( ͙ 10⁄5) for "Gina". Mathematically, when the given name field agrees between these two files, we conclude that a record pair with "Mary" has approximately 50% (0.81/1.41) less probability to be a true link than a record with "Gina".
The F-S approach calculates field specific weights based on agreement and disagreement. 35 The scaling factor adds additional information related to the frequency of a specific value and this information is not directly accounted by the F-S algorithm. As an example, in our study the scaling factor for surname ranged from 0.067 for the most commonly occurring name to 2.45 for names occurring only once. We applied field-specific weight and scaling factor as conditionally independent for this study; that their multiplication more accurately informs the relative importance for a specific field value.
A focus of this study was to evaluate the feasibility and utility of using frequency distributions derived from the data being matched. The rationale for this approach is based on the assumption that the frequencies from the actual data most closely reflect the actual distribution of the data being matched. However, there are other sources for name frequency data that may be similarly used when it is infeasible to generate statistics from the data being matched. The United States Census Bureau publishes name frequency lists 36 and future work will assess the feasibility and utility of such data to improve matching accuracy. To better understand how the weight scaling influences the total matching score, we analyzed the change in corresponding match scores between the modified F-S algorithm and the original F-S algorithm. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of matching score with and without weight scaling modification for MRN, LNFN and TEL block when every value in those blocks is scaled. Because common values dominate in the two datasets used for our study, the contribution of unique values in a field are generally canceled out when records have a common value for other fields. In most cases, the scaling factor decreases the overall matching score; along with the same threshold of the nonweight scaling approach, these lower matching scores largely eliminated the false-positive matches. However, a small percentage (about 1% in each blocking scheme) of match scores increased even when scaling all the values, which can potentially improve sensitivity by reducing falsenegative matches. We will investigate these increased scores in future work.
Limitations
This study has two main limitations. First, we did not separate singleton and twin births in our study. Linking twins is more complicated because twins share almost all the same information. The discriminating fields, such as order of birth, birth weight, time of the birth and the Apgar's score, are often missing in healthcare transactions. Consequently, we rely on accurate values for given name to distinguish twins. However, twins' names are commonly recorded as infantA/infantB and girlA/boyB in newborn screening data, and these nonspecific values were nullified in this study as any other invalid values for the given name field. Further, although the MRN is a highly discriminating field, it is not perfect for distinguishing twins because MRN may be attributed to the wrong twin in subsequent healthcare encounters; in addition, not all healthcare transactions contain an MRN. It is unlikely that there is sufficient information for the F-S model to distinguish twin records as nonlinks, with or without the scaling factor, unless twin's records have valid and accurate values for the given name field.
Second, data recording errors are unavoidable in data and should be minimized to improve record linkage accuracy. 37 Coincidental agreement across two datasets resulting from recording errors may cause an erroneous frequency calculation, which can produce an incorrect average frequency for that field. This in turn affects the scaling factor for that field. In addition, if a typographic error occurs for a common value (such as "Xmith" for "Smith") across both datasets, then this common value will be treated as a unique value. Coincidental agreement caused by typographic errors among corresponding fields occurs more commonly with fields having few unique values, such as gender and month of birth, while coincidental typographic agreement rarely occurs among fields with many unique values. For example, a typographic error in month is more likely to cause a coincident agreement than a typo in a name. We reduced recording errors by validating values for the fields of gender, date of birth, month of birth, Zip code, and telephone number. However, we did not investigate the typographic errors for the given name and surname fields for newborn, next of kin, and doctor because the typographic errors in F i g u r e 4. Matching score distribution with (ws) and without (nws) weight scaling modification for each blocking scheme.
these fields are unlikely to dramatically influence matching results. In addition, the effect of typographic error also can be mitigated by weight scaling only common values, such as the values with frequency greater than the average or median frequency of corresponding field.
Conclusions
The frequency-based modification enhanced performance of the F-S algorithm by eliminating false-positive matches: specificity was improved. This study empirically demonstrates that the proposed scaling factor accurately adjusts field specific weights based on the F-S probabilistic model. Our results also suggest that we can optimize either sensitivity or specificity using selective scaling approaches: weight scaling common values improves specificity while weight scaling uncommon values improves sensitivity.
